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UK Parliament Debate 

House of Lords debate on the Queen's speech (2nd day) 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/text/81204-
0001.htm#08120464000033  

includes 
Col 43 
Baroness Northover: The Queen’s Speech talks of pressing for a comprehensive peace 
settlement in the Middle East. That is extremely welcome. I note that Tony Blair, now the 
quartet’s representative there, was yesterday arguing that Obama needed to seize this 
immediately on taking office, and he is surely right. It is reported that Blair has been 
shocked at the effect of the occupation on the economic prospects for the Palestinian 
state. I am surprised that he did not know that before, but it is good that it has come 
home now. This looks like a last chance and, as we know, for the future of both Israel 
and Palestine, a two-state solution must be engaged with seriousness. As Tony Blair 
said yesterday, there is nothing more important in relations between Islam and the West 
than sorting out this problem, so that Israel feels secure and the Palestinians have a 
state. 
The dire situation of those in Gaza should be immediately addressed. It should be 
recognised as collective punishment, although in a Written Answer to me only the other 
day the noble Lord avoided saying that. Surely it is time for the EU to press harder. The 
EU has made an enormous contribution to reconstruction around the world and it should 
have the authority to speak out. We believe that the EU is a power for good. 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/text/81204-0003.htm  
… 
Col 64 
Baroness Symons of Vernham Dean: Worryingly, in Israel and Palestine, matters are 
again dangerously precarious. Brave Tzipi Livni refuses to say, “Jerusalem is not 
negotiable”, in talks with Palestine and, as a result, now faces an election that she may 
lose to the hardline Mr Netanyahu. Hamas and Fatah live in uneasy proximity, with the 
estimable Salam Fayyad doing his very best to lead what seems to be the unleadable. 
Palestine's neighbours give support through rhetoric, but although some donate 
generously financially to deal with the huge deficit, others either fuel the unrest through 
payments to extremists or simply hope that Palestine’s unrest does not spill further into 
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their own countries. Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan and Syria are all acutely aware that 
Palestine's political instability today can be their problem on streets of Cairo, Beirut, 
Amman and Damascus tomorrow. 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/text/81204-0006.htm  
… 
Col 77 
Lord Ahmed: Let me begin by describing the dire situation that has engulfed the 1.5 
million Palestinians in Gaza. It has been eloquently described by the noble Baroness, 
Lady Northover, and I thank her for her contribution. Three weeks ago I led a delegation 
of 11 European parliamentarians into Gaza via the sea. Israel and Egypt refused entry 
into Gaza to any politicians or visitors and I understand that Israel has now denied the 
BBC and the New York Times entry. Egypt refused 53 international parliamentarians 
entry to Gaza via the Rafah crossing, denying the Palestinian people the urgent medical 
supplies that the parliamentarians were hoping to take them. 
We visited Gaza to show solidarity with its people. We visited schools and hospitals; we 
met with civil society and elected members. We saw children who are suffering in 
hospitals, some in incubators: their parents were nervous because they did not know 
when the electricity would be switched off. We saw children who did not have bandages 
or medicine. The slow death visited on the Palestinians in Gaza is finding its first victims 
among 450 cancer patients, 35 per cent of them children, who are being prevented from 
leaving Gaza for urgent medical attention in Israeli or Arab hospitals. Thousands of other 
patients are being turned away from hospitals suffering from a dire shortage of 300 
different kinds of medicine. Lack of spares has put half the ambulances out of action in 
the territory and 95 types of medicine, as well as cancer drugs, are no longer available. 
Two hundred and twenty machines used for dialysis and treating other serious 
conditions, including CT scanning, are unserviceable. 
On 25 November 2008, John Ging, the head of UNRWA operations in Gaza, described 
the situation as very desperate. He said that, 
“people have been stripped of their dignity here, it is a struggle to survive for every body. 
750,000 of the people here in Gaza are children of the one and half million population”. 
Today, more than 600,000 children under the age of 16 are suffering from post-traumatic 
stress syndrome. The Red Cross report describes the effects of the siege as 
“devastating”. Seventy per cent of the population currently suffers from food insecurity. 
According to the World Health Organisation, 51 Palestinians from the Gaza Strip have 
died over the past year while waiting for permits to enter Israel for medical treatment or 
having been denied permission to enter. 
I can give a lot of facts and figures. Under the Oslo agreement in 1994, Gazan fishermen 
were permitted to go 20 kilometres out to sea. Some 40,000 fishermen and their 
dependants rely on this form of livelihood. Israel has banned fishing off the Gaza coast 
and deprived local people of a proper diet. On Tuesday 15 November, three Israeli naval 
vessels surrounded three fishing boats off the coast of Gaza; 15 Palestinian fishermen 
were forced to strip naked and swim in the icy winter waters towards the naval vessels 
and were then taken in for interrogation. 
We have seen what has happened regarding electricity and power cuts. Furthermore, at 
the end of October and in early November, Israeli tanks killed six Palestinians breaking a 
ceasefire that had generally held. I condemn those who fire shells into Israel as well, but 
we must put things into perspective and see who is suffering the most and who started 
this recent round of violence. 
The quartet representative, former Prime Minister Tony Blair, has talked about putting 
responsibility with the new Administration in the United States. I believe that he has failed 
in his duty by not visiting the Gaza Strip even once. He has imposed conditions that we 
did not impose on the Irish people when we were asking for peace in Northern Ireland. 
Even then, elected representatives in Gaza are saying that they are prepared to 
negotiate. This is an impossible situation. 
Two days ago the Prime Minister said at a Muslims for Labour dinner that he now sees a 
likelihood of a Palestinian state. How can that be when we are isolating half of the 
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Palestinian people, depriving them of food, electricity, medicine and basic needs and 
depriving them of engagement with any political process? We went into Iraq and 
Afghanistan because we wanted to impose democracy. Gaza has elected 
parliamentarians we do not want to talk to because we do not agree with what they say. 
Israel continues to enjoy special economic and political status under the European Union 
Mediterranean programme. I hope that the Government will consider suspending that 
special treatment now because of the situation in Gaza. The Israelis have used a policy 
of collective punishment, which is against international law. I hope that somebody will 
raise that and the violation of all the Geneva conventions. 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/text/81204-0007.htm  
… 
Col 82 
Lord Steel of Aikwood: I recall that when I became leader of the Liberal party, a lot of 
my Arab friends said that the Middle East situation was entirely my party’s fault. “Why is 
that?” I said—and was told that it was because of the Balfour declaration in 1917. 
However, I always defend the Balfour declaration and the creation of the state of Israel. 
People forget what was actually in it. I quote the essential words, which are, 
“it being clearly understood that nothing shall be done which may prejudice the civil and 
religious rights of existing non-Jewish communities in Palestine”. 
Those very important words were echoed by that great Israeli statesman Abba Eban 
after the 1967 war. He was the country’s first UN representative and was then the 
Foreign Minister. He said, of the situation after 1967: 
“The Jewish people fail to understand that there was something contractual in our entry 
into the world. We promised to share the territory. The present position (that is 
occupation of the Palestinian territories) is a deviation from our birth. I never knew of a 
country that could successfully throw its birth certificate away”. 
We need to remember words like that, and the words of the Balfour declaration, when we 
look at the situation in the Middle East today. 
I was very much motivated by interest in that part of the world in my experience as a very 
new, raw young MP attending a session of the General Assembly of the United Nations 
at a time, in 1967, when Lord Caradon was successfully negotiating resolution 242. I 
remember the euphoria in the British delegation at that time, and the great optimism that 
resolution 242 was the way forward to secure peace in the Middle East. That was 40 
years ago, and we are nowhere nearer that peace. 
In 1980, I made my first visit of many to the region. I see the noble Lord, Lord Wright, in 
his place. We arrived in Damascus when he was ambassador there, and he was very 
kind to this callow, inexperienced politician, blundering around the Middle East for the 
first time and meeting with Yasser Arafat at a time when nobody would talk to him and it 
was not allowed to do so. But I, as an opposition politician, could do so, and did 
frequently over the years. I had the great privilege, too, of meeting over the years two 
great peacemakers in the Middle East who paid with their lives for what they did—
President Sadat of Egypt and Prime Minister Rabin of Israel. 
My most recent visit was earlier this year, in a group of European politicians. We met 
Prime Minister Olmert and President Abbas, and I came away feeling slightly optimistic. I 
thought that they were two people, certainly in private discussion, who recognised that 
they would have to make compromises on both sides if peace was going to be achieved, 
and they both appeared determined. Yet nothing has happened. The one ray of light in 
all this is that the people of Israel seem to be well ahead of their politicians, as every 
opinion poll shows that they are desperate to see a peace settlement with the two-state 
solution that has long been advocated. 
I hope very much therefore that the sentence in the gracious Speech is meaningful, real 
and will be pursued with real purpose. The truth of the matter is that at present the 
Government of Israel are flouting international law in many respects, with the continued 
building of the settlements and the route of the wall. Of course, we accept that any nation 
has the right to create a wall to defend itself; 1,000 Israeli citizens have been killed in 
recent years by terrorist attacks and rocket launches from terrorist organisations. But the 
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fact is that the route of the wall is illegal, not only in the eyes of international law but as 
specified by the Supreme Court in Israel itself. Its judgment says: 
“Only a separation fence built on the tenets of justice will afford security”. 
It also said that the security wall caused “unjustified hardship” to thousands of 
Palestinians. That is undeniably true. The Government in Israel are operating against 
both international law and the decision of their Supreme Court. 
As for the situation in Gaza, that is an absolute disgrace. I am glad that the noble Lord, 
Lord Ahmed, who has been there recently, filled out in some detail what he found, 
because it saves me having to repeat what is happening, particularly in the hospitals, 
with the deaths resulting from cutting off electricity. The blockage of UN food supply 
trucks and fuel supplies for electricity generation is an absolute scandal. Indeed, the 
sewage treatment works are breaking down, with, as a result, poor quality drinking water 
and raw sewage spilling out into the Mediterranean. It gets worse than that; only two 
Sundays ago, the Papal Nuncio—the Archbishop of Jerusalem—who was going to Gaza 
to conduct Advent mass for the Christian community there, was stopped at the Gaza 
checkpoint for three hours and then turned away. The small Christian community there 
was deprived of its mass. These sorts of petty vindictive actions by the Israeli 
Government really should be denounced firmly by Governments. It is important that we 
operate collectively with our European partners. After all, we have an international trade 
association agreement with Israel which benefits that country. It is time that we said to it, 
“That international agreement is dependent on you sustaining international law”, and that 
the collective punishment being meted out on Gaza is quite unacceptable. 
The same disproportionate response was obvious when I visited Lebanon also earlier 
this year and saw the results of the Israeli invasion. The scale of destruction in Beirut 
was simply unbelievable. Apart from the loss of life, the wanton destruction of road 
bridges throughout the country seemed absolutely extraordinary, and we allow a country 
to get away with this time after time. 
Is there a chance of the peace initiative working? I applaud the recent visit to Syria of the 
Foreign Secretary; I hope that that was part of the process, but the Arab peace initiative 
of 2002 has not been followed up properly. Here for the first time was a statement by 57 
Arab and Muslim countries, which said that they would establish full diplomatic and 
normal relations with Israel in return for a comprehensive peace agreement and the 
ending of the occupation. Surely it is time that we used all our collective strength to bring 
about that peace agreement. It is no use relying simply on the United States, although I 
hope that the new President will have a more sensible policy, but the countries with a 
real historic interest in the region are the United Kingdom and France. 
We should be using our muscle power in Europe to bring about that peace agreement. If 
we do not, apart from the hardship to the Palestinian people, of which the noble Lord, 
Lord Ahmed, has spoken, there are two other consequences of the failure to reach an 
agreement. One is the continued spread of international terror. I am not one of those who 
is naive and believes that if we could solve the Palestinian problem international terror 
would cease, but there is no doubt in my mind that all the fundamentalists, whether they 
be Islamic fundamentalists, Zionist fundamentalists or the Christian fundamentalists in 
the United States, feed on the terrible situation in the Middle East. As long as we fail to 
settle that, fundamentalism will continue to draw new recruits. The second consequence, 
of course, is the spread of a vile kind of anti-Semitism which we had hoped not to see in 
this country. 
The right reverend Prelate the Bishop of Bath and Wells quoted the Chief Rabbi, one of 
the great spiritual leaders of our country. He has said, even before the present blockade 
of Gaza, that things are happening on a daily basis in Israel which make him 
“uncomfortable  
as a Jew”. It is important that those of us who sign up as friends of Israel should be 
candid friends of Israel, and Governments who are friends of that country should be not 
just candid friends, but forceful friends. 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/text/81204-0008.htm  
… 
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Col 103 
Lord Wright of Richmond: My Lords, I welcome the reassurance included in what has 
otherwise been described as a rather anorexic gracious Speech that the Government will 
press for a comprehensive peace settlement in the Middle East. Given the frequency with 
which this reassurance has been repeated, I am bound to share some of the scepticism 
felt by the noble Lord, Lord Steel of Aikwood. But with a newly elected President in the 
United States who has vowed to restart the Middle East peace process, I hope that we 
can take an early opportunity to encourage our closest ally to take a fresh and balanced 
approach to the Arab-Israel problem. 
As your Lordships know, I have repeatedly argued in this House that we should be ready 
to talk to more extreme elements, whether in Israel, Syria or Palestine, and that the 
quartet should no longer attach unrealistic conditions to our readiness to deal with 
Hamas—conditions which at least one of the quartet’s members, the Russians, have 
long since abandoned. The horrendous and despicable events in Mumbai last week will 
have done nothing to persuade sceptics in the United States or Israel that we should talk 
to Islamic extremists, still less to those wrongly identified with genuine terrorist 
movements. But having been accused at various points in the presidential campaign of 
being either a Muslim or—presumably an even more damning accusation—an Arab, 
President-elect Obama will, I hope, see the need to quell the disturbing growth of 
Islamophobia, if not Arabophobia, in the United States. 
Those of us who had the privilege of hearing President Shimon Peres speaking in this 
House just over two weeks ago will remember that he called on Europe to put pressure 
on Hamas. How are we to do that if we continue our deeply mistaken policy of isolating 
Hamas? I am pleased to see that in the case of Syria, we have been prepared to 
distance ourselves from what I hope is the now obsolete policy of the outgoing 
Administration not to speak to those of whom they disapprove. Should our experience in 
Northern Ireland not have convinced us and our friends of the need to talk to those in the 
Occupied Territories who are now supported by majority opinion in Gaza and, 
increasingly, by many in the West Bank? 
Let us not ignore the very real grievance and despair felt by all citizens of Gaza at their 
continued isolation and economic despair, so eloquently described by the noble Lord, 
Lord Ahmed—the mounting frustration of Palestinians on the West Bank at the 
continuing effects of occupation, expansion of illegal settlements, restrictions on free 
movement and the continued detention by Israel of some 9,000 Palestinians, many 
without charge. All that contributes to the very real danger not only of a total collapse of 
civil society, but also of Palestinians, Israelis and other Arab Governments concluding 
that the aim of a two-state solution is no longer practical politics. That would be a serious 
tragedy for all parties, a disaster for Israel, and a shameful failure by the quartet to have 
achieved any tangible fulfilment of the hopes raised by the Annapolis conference almost 
exactly a year ago. 
I turn to a more positive aspect. Can the Minister give the House the Government’s 
assessment of what Mr Tony Blair has apparently been able to achieve in the area 
surrounding Jenin in the north of the Occupied Territories, and say whether these 
apparently hopeful developments are likely to have any positive impact on the desperate 
situation elsewhere in the West Bank and Gaza? It was not Hamas that recently broke its 
informal truce with Israel; incursions by the Israeli security forces into Gaza have yet 
again exposed the people of Sderot and Ashkelon to retaliation. 
In six days’ time the Secretary-General of the United Nations will launch Human Rights 
Day in celebration of the 60th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 
under the theme of, 
“dignity and justice for all of us”. 
Surely this is the moment when we should make a fresh start at protecting the dignity, 
justice and security of all people in both Israel and the Palestinian Occupied Territories. 
Unlike my noble friend Lord Jay of Ewelme, I have not been able to give your Lordships 
five practical proposals in five minutes, but I shall give you one: please, let’s talk. 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/text/81204-0011.htm  
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... 
Col 131 
Lord Dykes: When Barack Obama went to the Middle East when he was still a 
candidate, close to the date of the election, he spent two hours in Palestine with the 
Palestinian Authority and 22 hours of the 24-hour visit in Israel. I hope that that will not be 
so in the future, because symbolically that represents to the struggling Palestinians an 
imbalance in the old American tradition of recent years, but not in the days immediately 
after the Second World War, when there was a much more sensible attitude of balance 
between different groups and emerging countries in the Middle East. …  
… I turn briefly to another major area that has emerged repeatedly in this debate—the 
Middle East and Israel/Palestine. This matter must now be tackled by our Government, 
as well as the European Union portion of the quartet. The recent meeting of the quartet in 
mid-November, with the French presidency taking the lead and Russia making much 
more of a contribution than usual, was encouraging for the first time. Russia will host the 
next meeting at the end of the first quarter of next year. However, when these matters 
were raised in the short debate on 13 October in the previous Session, there was nothing 
new to report. I say that with no disrespect to the Minister, whom we admire very much 
and welcome once again on this occasion. He has been a very patient listener to this 
long debate. He himself reiterated the position of the quartet and this country’s 
participation in it back in January and February. Now, surely the Government realise that 
there must be forward movement. I am sure that the Israeli Government realise it—there 
are signs of that. 
I also saw Tzipi Livni very briefly at the European Parliament on Monday when she 
addressed the Foreign Affairs Committee. No one knows what will happen to her. Would 
she be Prime Minister if she managed to win? Perhaps it will be Mr Netanyahu instead, 
as people in Israel tend to expect. The polls in Israel show that people want to have 
discussions. They even want to talk to Hamas and the fringe parties in the Israeli political 
spectrum. The Shas and other parties privately say that they would like to talk to Hamas 
directly, behind the scenes to start with, but no one encourages them to do so. 
It is not anti-Israel but pro-Israel to say that the time has come for that Government, and 
the new one after the elections next year, to seize this opportunity and do a deal. Israel 
has so much compared with Palestine. Palestine has 22 per cent of the territory left of 
the combined territory after partition in 1947. Now is the time for Israeli generosity, which 
will then help them to save the Zionist state of Israel, which I support, as does the noble 
Lord, Lord Steinberg. That is the only reality that matters. If they postpone again and look 
to the United States to give them artificial support by endless vetos of UN Security 
Council resolutions, that will be a blind alley that will eventually destroy the Zionist state. 
Please, please, after so many powerful contributions made tonight—we are proud of the 
contributions from these Benches as well—can the Minister move forward and give us 
some powerful assurances that the quartet is not just a farce but a reality of international 
importance? 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/text/81204-0014.htm  
... 
Col 139 
The Minister of State, Foreign and Commonwealth Office (Lord Malloch-Brown): I 
turn to the Middle East, a subject that the noble Lord, Lord Dykes, knows I approach with 
some trepidation because I will never satisfy him. I recognise the validity of his point—
that on the last occasion we debated these issues we were perhaps not able to offer 
sufficient in the way of a new response to his challenges and those of his colleagues. In 
that regard, the recent visit of the Foreign Secretary to the region merits attention. It is 
not just that he visited Syria, but that he was able to advocate strongly support for the 
Arab peace initiative. He was able to press very strongly both publicly and in private for 
the end of the humanitarian siege of Gaza and for supplies to be allowed in. He also 
pressed on making sure that illegal settlements are not the source of exports through 
trade agreements to the UK or to Europe. I hope that it is clear that he showed an even-
handedness of approach that was intended on his part to try to fill the gap as one 
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American Administration leaves office and another comes in. He was able to 
demonstrate some UK leadership on these issues. 
There is no escaping the appalling humanitarian situation in Gaza, about which my noble 
friend Lord Ahmed was able to give us a first-hand account, and which the noble Lords, 
Lord Steel and Lord Wright—or as we now know him, “Lord Wright of”—reminded us 
about. The final plea made by the noble Lord, Lord Wright, for talks is one that I am sure 
is a theme that President-elect Obama will have in mind as he puts in place a team to 
move forward. 
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/ld200809/ldhansrd/text/81204-0015.htm  

 

UK Parliament Early Day Motions 

John Austin (112)  Humanitarian crisis in Gaza – That this House notes the appalling 
humanitarian disaster in the Gaza Strip, which UN officials have described as the worst 
crisis to have befallen the 1.5 million Palestinians of Gaza; further notes that Israel has 
prevented basic humanitarian supplies from entering the Gaza Strip, including some 
medicines, clothing for children and essential spare parts; further notes that prohibited 
items even include some foodstuffs; is extremely concerned that hospitals are running 
short of fuel supplies, and that this threatens basic health care, including babies in 
incubators; considers that this blockade is a form of collective punishment in fundamental 
breach of international law; calls upon the Government to insist on the immediate ending 
of the blockade of the Gaza Strip both on the Israel-Gaza and Egypt-Gaza borders; and 
further calls on the Government to support all efforts to bring about a permanenet 
ceasefire in the Gaza Strip, including a complete cessation of violence by all parties 
including rocket attacks on Israel and attacks on Gaza by Israeli military forces. 
http://edmi.parliament.uk/EDMi/EDMDetails.aspx?EDMID=37104&SESSION=899  
 
 

European Parliament Debate 

Debate: 
Israel’s participation in Community programmes - Israel’s participation in Community 
programmes 

Verbatim record of speeches (Speeches recorded in the language in which they were made) 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+CRE+20081203+ITEM-
015+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN  
Minute 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//TEXT+PV+20081203+ITEM-
015+DOC+XML+V0//EN&language=EN  

TOP 
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International 

FRA Press Release 
Joint statement of the EU Fundamental Rights Agency and the Council of Europe's 
Commissioner for Human Rights on the Durban review conference  
http://fra.europa.eu/fra/material/pub/speeches/JointStat-Durban-Review-conf-
051208_en.pdf  

TOP 
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Consultations    (closing date) 

Monitoring of Cross-border charities (23 December 2008) 
http://www.oscr.org.uk/DocumentViewer.aspx?id=6990ead9-bbfc-427d-9f8c-3f3495363092  
Appendix 1   http://www.oscr.org.uk/DocumentViewer.aspx?id=0be569cc-6efc-45f9-9829-
43a784b3c6b7 
Appendix 2   http://www.oscr.org.uk/DocumentViewer.aspx?id=11a26977-b23e-4c67-
b083-6e3bd00c2d90  

 
Equality and Human Rights Commission: Strategic plan, Equality Scheme and 
Grants Programme (January 2009) 

Consultation guides    
http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/en/policyresearch/consultations/pages/consul
tnov08.aspx  
 

online consultation   http://equalityhumanrights.dialoguebydesign.net/  
 

Identity Cards Act secondary legislation (13 February 2009) 
http://www.ips.gov.uk/identity/downloads/NIS_Legislation.pdf  

TOP 
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